NHT Global’s StemRenu harnesses the power of signal molecule technology to rejuvenate the body. This advanced renewal complex features young tissue extract and nutrient dense ingredients such as marine algae and aloe vera that nourish and restore the body to a more youthful and balanced state.

THE SCIENCE

Signal molecules and stem cells – two critically important ingredients in the recipe for optimal health and rejuvenation.

StemRenu works by supplying the body with signal molecules, a group of proteins responsible for stimulating stem cell production. What differentiates stem cells from other cells is their capacity to self-replicate and differentiate into multiple cell types – muscle, bone, fat, cartilage, and more. The remarkable ability of stem cells to regenerate and renew offers tremendous potential to improve our health and wellness.

THE AMAZING AVIAN EGG EXTRACT

Our body’s levels of signal molecules and stem cells decline as we age, forcing us to come face to face with many signs of aging.

StemRenu’s key ingredient, avian egg extract, is the only known food source of pre-embryonic signal proteins to date. We source young tissue extract from organically grown, fertilized hen eggs in Norway that have been incubated up to 10 days. It is known that these pre-embryonic proteins are abundant in the fibroblast growth factors our bodies need to activate and direct adult stem cells.
THE FORMULA

EGG ALBUMEN is a proprietary young tissue extract that delivers signal molecules, amino acids, peptides, and vitamins. This superfood ingredient not only stimulates stem cell production to promote renewal, but also counters the effects of stress by targeting cortisol levels.*

EGCG (from green tea extract) helps protect our bodies against harmful free radicals, balances glucose within normal levels, and supports the body’s metabolism.*

ALOE VERA GEL EXTRACT contains glyconutrients that have been shown to improve immunity and support blood sugar within normal levels.* StemRenu uses highly bioavailable, ECOCERT certified aloe vera that is grown in volcanic soil to preserve maximum micronutrients and utmost quality.

MARINE MINERAL COMPLEX is a pure plant source of calcium that is clinically proven to increase bone density. This marine mineral complex also contains magnesium, boron, and other bone building minerals and nutrients that work synergistically to support healthy bones.*

SHARK CARTILAGE supplies the joints with what you need to keep moving. Shark cartilage promotes joint comfort, joint health, and joint mobility.*

KEY BENEFITS

- Improves Sleep*
- Counters the effects of stress*
- Promotes faster recovery*
- Supports joint and bone health*
- Increases Energy and Endurance*

To help regenerate our bodies, StemRenu’s supercharged formula takes an innovative approach to health and nutrition unparalleled in the market today. Achieve optimal renewal and improve your overall health at the cellular level with StemRenu.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Take 1 - 4 capsules a day or as directed by your health care practitioner.

CAUTIONS

Keep out of reach from children. If you are pregnant, lactating, or currently under medical supervision, please consult physician before using. Do not consume if you have a sensitivity or allergy to fish or eggs.